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          Can anyone please help in the issue I am facing.

I want to convert a multipage pdf to image and then again back to pdf.

This is because some of the fonts are not supported in some servers .

I had done the above conversion using draw.Export and again combining the images back to pdf.But for large pdfs, it is taking much time than expected.Can anyone suggest an optimized way to do this ?
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          Hello,

Depending on the size of the page and the details, rasterizing every page into an image using the PDFDraw class may take time.

Since you are experiencing issues with fonts on different systems, it is possible to use our Optimizer class to embed and subset the fonts into the PDF, so that rasterization will not be required. This process has the immediate advantage of not needing to rasterize the document.

Please see the sample code here on how to use the optimizer class

Here is a forum post on how to use optimizer settings to embed fonts so that they work regardless of where the document is opened:
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    PDF Optimizer TextSettings to shink the size of PDF PDFTron SDK
  

  
    Q: I am using PDFTron pdftron.PDF.Optimizer to shink the size of PDF 
files and am now playing with text options. 
// Text Optimization 
pdftron.PDF.Optimizer.TextSettings text_settings = new 
pdftron.PDF.Optimizer.TextSettings(); 
text_settings.EmbedFonts(value); 
text_settings.SubsetFonts(value); 
My question is : 
When the value is "true" I guess you integrate the fonts into the new 
generated PDF 
But when the value if "false" what is the adapted system, Do you 
remove all fonts ? Or removin…
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          Thank You Shakthi.

I doubt in the case of using Optimizer class, apart from the Optimizer Settings and Embedding functions, do we need to explicitly specify which all are the fonts ? In some sample codes, I could find the Fonts specified explicitly.
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